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Students are not one word, it is a collective concept that covers age 18 - 23 years old, but is in mind
only positive emotions, reverent memories, colorful events and, of course, sincere laughter.

Who did not go to the university, lost a lot and he certainly did not understand what to divide the
soup plate with a neighbor or walk under the windows of his own room in anticipation of the
conventional signal.

In order not to miss such significantly in life, let's talk about student and those prospects that it
opens up in front of modern students. If you take advantage of all the charms and the possibilities of
student life, we can safely say that youth passed famously and with a twinkle.

From the history of eternal student
Students were at all times, but implied not only the study of new items and receiving unique
knowledge, but also a carefree life in the walls of the institute - in a student hostel.

A special example for the imitation was the 80s students who managed to diligently learn, ride the
"potatoes" and tourist bases, follow the principles of the Komsomol, to fall in love and marry, work
and live a full-fledged life.

Today, the times are completely different, and modern students are somewhat different from
students of the Soviet Sample.

They no longer go to potatoes and are not members of the Komsomol, but also regularly visited
tourist bases, scientific conferences and, in general, seek to promise and secured future.

A student - it sounds proudly, but most importantly - in five years, young and ambitious specialists
with special zeal begin to their first work in the specialty, seek to build a successful career and
achieve in the life of the most indisputable heights.

So we can safely say that times are changing, and student aspirations and plans for the future
remain!

Students are a big responsibility
Most of the current applicants dream of becoming students, while promising themselves in the case
of successful commissioning of entrance exams to be a true sample to imitate.

It is extremely important for the reputation of the university and the development of the individual,
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and its promises (even to itself) should always be performed.

Unfortunately, everything in life happens differently, and yesterday's graduates - excellent students
today become a gray mass of the student community, and their names teachers cannot recall both
the fifth year. In person, with an informal meeting, they do not know at all that it cannot but upset.

It is sad, because when, as not in the student, seek success, demonstrating your spectrian talent,
deep knowledge in the specialty, activity in trade union activities and society in life.

If you do not learn this at the university, then it is unlikely to succeed, and to adulthood and it will be
difficult to adapt to adulthood.

That is why it is necessary to take everything from life when you are 18 - 22 years old, so that then
there was no sorry for the senselessly lived student years.

Students are active rest
I do not know such a university, where there would be no travel club "Romance", which arranges
trips and hiking all year round.

For example, in the winter you can go skiing in the mountains, in the spring in a tent camp to enjoy
wildlife and the collection of mushrooms, berries, in the summer - to relax on the sea and play
sports, but in the fall, you arrange a long-range hike with songs on a dawn and rest in sleeping
bags.

At least it is romantic, memorable and extraordinary, because the modern student is difficult to tear
off from gadgets and remove from the reception point Wi-Fi.

Not all students understand such romance, but every student of the university, at least for personal
experience, seek to get in touch with wildlife.

Someone after the first trip comes to the conclusion that it is not his element; And to someone such
an active rest replaces the disco city life and manites increasingly and more often.

As they say, there are no former tourists: if I liked it once, then you will not delay the ears. "


